
16151: "a lot of rain to begin with in the mountains and quite cold for the summer

season but then some hot days and quite a stable weather with only some occasional

thunderstorms at night and generally a lot of humidity"

17116: "still in the mountains observing clouds also taking walks with others like

with my sister and her family but also while driving back to holland and finally

while in holland noticing mostly humans and animals hybrids"

08129: "fable started in the netherlands about an indian like holly cow tired of

all the human devotion and setting up at last a cow revolt and writing the later

part of the fable making it to italy and condemning the cow to an intergalactic

cheese trade"

18147:  "a  period  spent  entirely  in  the  mountains  waiting  for  the  italian

municipality to grant me the permission to resume the building of my installation

and taking several small walks with the kids experiencing a little bit of wind and

then some days of strong wind with some occasional storms then followed by much

more quiet days"

05151: "walking while in italy still with the kids unable to go very far yet being

quite regular going up and down the nearby mountain roads and also walking to my

installation despite the works being still blocked there and walking in the town

of schio mostly shopping for the mountains as well taking longer walks with the

kids behind the space where their mom worked in the middle of a nice countryside

and only in one occasion taking a longer walk up the pasubio mountain with the

french and american girls coming to film my installation"

06187: "a month spent in italy yet still unable to work on my installation getting

quite frustrated about all the slow burocracy but managing to take walks uphill

pushing my kids in the stroller and exercising quite well and also getting the

help of some students to begin rolling heavy stones next to the installation site

before  talking  with  them  an  energetic  walk  up  the  pasubio  mountain  and  then

resuming my walks uphill pushing the kids"

10157: "meeting a lot of different people in the netherlands like a neapolitan guy

a dutch architect and an albanian pianist all doing pregnancy yoga with us and

then meeting an arab shop keeper and my dutch neighbour to then also meet folk

related to myrthe's mother boyfriend in amersfoort"

03139: "songs listened to or sang during the lockdown spending most of the time

alone with our kids but also trying to be with other kids like organizing small

concerts for them outdoor in front of our albanian pianist friend playing mostly

dutch songs for her and otherwise also dancing in the evening rediscovering old

swedish  songs  and  otherwise  singing  the  usual  songs  with  a  lot  of  pinocchio

melodies to little silvester who started reacting to it"



14154: "christmas holidays spent in the netherlands with the kids and also august

often traveling within the countries and taking walks getting inspired by the

landscape like the dunes near haarlem but also watching documentaries"

15135: "nice and fresh air in the mountains and breathing quite some pollution

visiting my aunt in bassano and trying to put the kids to sleep walking around her

super  trafficked  neighborhood  but  also  breathing  my  own  pollution  using  the

trimmer several times to cut grass around the barn and by my installation and on

one occasion also cutting down a larch to build a fence using the chainsaw but

other than that mostly breathing fresh air beside the time driving below the

mountains"

04138:  "generally  feeling  quite  happy  about  having  international  students

following my project in the mountains but still getting rather down not knowing if

and when i can resume it and also being quite emotional about a fight with a

neighbour wanting us to remove the wood from next to our house and then solving

the issue  and not getting so affected about the far right politicians trying to

block my project showing very much my face around but getting again quite hit of

the fact that one of the students committing to the project is pulling out and

also getting in a few arguments with myrthe not happy about me doing work in and

around the barn but the reestablishing harmony with the family yet feeling tired

with the kids waking up at night"

10158: "photographing the doctor and the nurse who gave birth to my daughter and

then also photographing the nurses who came to assist her in the first weeks like

a pretty sloppy one and then her fantastic replacement later also photographing a

colleague from myrthe and neighbours and relatives coming to visit little new born

livia"

12110: "news read not so frequently but at least once a day while in the alps and

reading of several natural catastrophes of not too big a scale as well as many

small scale terror attacks"

09136: "a very frustrating period waiting in the mountains for the permit to build

my installation with the mountain community siding more and more with the hunter

and with several far right attacks and yet managing to take walk with my kids and

record reflections about my situation often being out of breath having to go up

hill"

03140: "a month spent still under the pandemic lockdown in our small village in

the  netherlands  going  quite  often  with  the  kids  to  the  river  with  teenagers

listening to songs there but also singing songs to the kids and listening to

little livia herself singing and also singing all together during lunch and while

taking the kids to bed in the afternoon and at night not really interacting with

anyone else due to the pandemic nor going to any places like caffes or other

people homes"



17117: "observing clouds while with august in sweden taking walks in the forest

and later also while driving all the way to the netherlands memorizing the shapes

of clouds unable to annotate them while driving and then later observing clouds

while with myrthe in holland especially during a visit to amsterdam"


